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No angels, no divine revelations, just the dusty back roads of an occupied country, a band of very dangerous
men trying to do the right thing, and the spy sent to betray them. Magi from the rival empire to the east arrive
in Roman occupied Palestine to discuss trade routes. Shabako, a diplomat from black Africa, sets out to meet
these emissaries. Aquila, an ambitious Roman official, demands that his reluctant scribe Khefren follow
Shabako across the Mediterranean to this Palestinian rendezvous. Khefren is to find proof that the men from
the east are part of a plot against Rome in a country of rebellious Jews. Or else. A watery escape from
Mediterranean pirates brings Khefren and Shabako closer. Khefren’s allegiance blurs. On the run after
battling Roman assassins, the two men lead the magi to Nazareth where they hear the story of a young
Jewish girl who believes she is carrying her people’s messiah. This teenage mother isn’t the magi’s problem,
but fate tangles their stories together. Saving the young mother from the insane king who wants her dead
becomes a matter of morality for these men all too familiar with treachery and death. But Khefren’s still a
spy. He’s expected to betray these men who have befriended him. His brutal Roman master holds the lives of
Khefren’s family in his hands, just when the newly courageous scribe has realized how much he loves the
family – and the woman – he’s left behind.
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From reader reviews:

Bernard Woodley:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive today,
people have do something to make these people survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place
and notice through surrounding. One thing that oftentimes many people have underestimated this for a while
is reading. Sure, by reading a publication your ability to survive boost then having chance to endure than
other is high. For yourself who want to start reading the book, we give you this particular Wise Men book as
nice and daily reading book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

James Gabriel:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained within the straightway, hold
on guys this aren't like that. This Wise Men book is readable by you who hate those perfect word style. You
will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving even decrease
the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer connected with Wise Men content conveys thinking
easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the written content but
it just different in the form of it. So , do you even now thinking Wise Men is not loveable to be your top
checklist reading book?

Beverly Harrison:

Wise Men can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to get every word
into joy arrangement in writing Wise Men however doesn't forget the main place, giving the reader the
hottest and based confirm resource info that maybe you can be one of it. This great information can easily
drawn you into completely new stage of crucial pondering.

Jerry Jackman:

Is it a person who having spare time and then spend it whole day through watching television programs or
just lying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Wise Men can be the solution, oh how
comes? The new book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this
brand-new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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